FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE

Kyyba, Inc. Named As Finalist in “The Company of
The Year” Category at Inaugural
North American Employee Engagement Awards
Winners to be announced at ceremony on June 17 in New York City
New York – May 20, 2015 – Kyyba, Inc., a global staffing firm, announced today it
is a finalist for the inaugural Employee Engagement Awards’ (EE Awards) in “The
Company of the Year” category. Winners, who will be selected by an exclusive panel
of judges, will be announced during a ceremony on Wednesday, June 17 at Tribeca
360 and Rooftop in New York City. There, businesses that strive for the
extraordinary and put their workforce at the heart of its operation will be recognized.
“It is truly exciting to be named as a finalist for Company of the Year by the inaugural
Employee Engagement Awards,” said Kyyba President and CEO Tel Ganesan. “It is a
testament to Kyyba's trust in its people power and constant employee engagement
practices in all areas of business.”
The ceremony will follow a daylong conference where attendees will share insights,
strategies and tools from inspiring leaders and remarkable peers and deliver best
practice advice. Furthermore, the event will bring together a community of employee
engagement professionals that wish to learn more and share their experiences, driving
the engagement agenda forward.
Jamie Lawrence, editor of online HR publication HRZone.com, who is co-producing
the awards, said, “Our shortlist is defined by a common trait: commitment and drive
towards creating an environment that is employee-centric and which focuses on
improving the experience for everyone who comes into contact with the organization.
We are delighted to showcase the work of these companies and look forward to
celebrating with them in June.”
Tickets are available now at www.eeexcellence.com
About Kyyba, Inc.

Kyyba Inc., is a global staff augmentation and project solutions firm
headquartered in Farmington Hills, Michigan and offices in India. Kyyba provides
customized staffing solutions delivering qualified employees in various

disciplines allowing the client to adjust their staffing needs to fit their business
demands.
About The Employee Engagement Awards and Conference
The Employee Engagement Awards and Conference brings together three partners
aligned by a common purpose: to inspire, connect, recognize and celebrate the
talented people changing the way organizations work. The awards and conference are
presented by Manners & Murphy, a global employee engagement partner helping
companies put their employees at the heart of their organizations, Sift Media, a digital
publisher of global titles such as HRzone.com that inspires people to take the actions
that improve their lives and livelihoods, and WeSpire, the employee engagement
platform that empowers forward-thinking global organizations to reach their greatest
potential.
For information on the Employee Engagement Awards and Conference or to take
part, visit www.eeexcellence.com.
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